Infant Warmer Systems Platform
Warming Hearts, Comforting Minds
GE’s leading edge technology and microprocessor help you to enhance accuracy, allowing for precise control. All while being easy to use. Intelligent engineering provides logical, enhanced visibility and accessibility, while allowing you to build an Infant Warming System to your exact specifications.

GE Healthcare’s Infant Warming Systems (IWS) are designed to help you provide a warm welcome to the newborns in your care. Cozy warmth. Both while minimizing infant stimulation and supporting developmental care.

GE Healthcare has a solution suited to the varying tasks of hospital care areas. Radiant warmers over bassinets in the nursery. Complete thermoregulation care stations in the NICU. Wall-mounted warmers in the delivery room.

Super size performance for tiny patients

Infant Warming Systems from GE Healthcare provide unique solutions to your newborn’s varying thermoregulation needs. Every design detail supports our philosophy of patient-centered developmental care.
You’ll really warm up to these features.

**Stable Thermal Performance**
A durable cal rod evenly distributes heat and is precisely matched to the size of the bed. A parabolic reflector focuses heat where needed - and prevents spillover to personnel, where it is not.

**Easy-to-read, Soft Touch Control Panel**
Minor changes in baby's thermal demands are displayed in 5% increments. The system alerts you if the newborn’s temperature varies from the set control temperature by 1º C.

**Adjustable Height**
A convenient foot switch allows adjustment of the bed height to your working level when your hands are busy... without disrupting care.

**Dovetail Rail System**
Facilitates quick attachment and detachment of accessories and equipment, eliminating separate space-consuming mounting systems and supports. Tubing management panels allow tube organization to your specific needs.

**Storage Packages**
Choose either three drawers or two deep drawers. Then select either a stationary unit accessible from the front, or a rotating unit that spins 360°. Available in several wood stains to compliment your décor.
For more than 100 years, scientists and industry leaders have relied on General Electric for technology, services and productivity solutions. So no matter what challenges your healthcare system faces – you can always count on GE to help deliver the highest quality services and support. For details, please contact your GE Healthcare representative today.
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